
Holy Name Catholic Primary School 
 

Half termly forecast of work for Year 2    

Half term period: Spring 2         Teacher:  Mrs Lane Class 5 
 

English:  
Instructions 
Demonstrate oral instructions. 
Practise giving and following instructions. 
Capture and analyse language ideas used in 
instructions. 
Identify features of instructions. 
Plan, draft and edit their own written instructions. 
Poetry – Really Looking 
Read and listen to a range of poems where the 
writer is responding to a closely observed or 
recalled experience. 
Respond to poems in a variety of ways (dance, 
drama, art) 
Develop use of imaginative and adventurous 
language. 

Maths: 
 Identify the properties of 2D shapes including the 

number of sides and lines of symmetry. 

 Identify the properties of 2D shapes, including 
edges, vertices and faces. 

 Compare, sort and identify 2 & 3D shapes of 
everyday objects. 

Science:  
Seasonal Changes 
 Investigate the weather through the seasons. 

 Identify how seasons are different. 

 Top find out how animals are affected by the 
changing seasons. 

 To find out how the length of days are 
affected by seasons 

Religious Education: 
Thanksgiving 

 Identify different ways to say thank 
you.  

 Learn about The Eucharist: the parish 
family thanking God for Jesus. 

Opportunities 
 Identify the ways each day presents 

opportunities for good. 

 Understand that Lent is the 
opportunity to turn towards what is 
good in preparation for Easter. 

Computing:  
We Are Games Researchers 
(Computer Networks) 

 Develop research skills through 
searching for information on the 
Internet. 

 Improve note-taking skills 
through the use of mind 
mapping. 

 Develop presentation skills 
through creating and delivering a 
short multimedia presentation. 

Geography:  

 
 
 
Not taught this half term.  

 

History:  
Why do we remember Florence 
Nightingale? 

 To identify people from present 
and past who are, and how they 
become famous.   

 To understand the role of a nurse.  

 To infer information from pictures 
from the past.   

 To learn about the life of Florence 
Nightingale and why she acted as 
she did.   

Music:  
‘Seasons’ 
 Identify falling and rising pitch. 

 Accompany a song vocally and 
instrumentally. 

 Perform a rhythmic chant. 

 Perform an updated version of a 
traditional tale with a rap. 

D.T:  
Puppets 
 Investigate different types of 

puppets. 

 Design and make own 
puppets. 

Physical Education:  
Gymnastics 
 Remember, repeat and link 

combinations of movements. 

 Choose and use compositional 
ideas to create sequences of 
movements. 

 Perform rolls. 

Art:  

 
 
Not taught this half term. 

 


